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The Circle Within: Creating a Wiccan Spiritual Tradition



by
Dianne Sylvan



2003·






·4.24·1,265 Ratings


The Circle Within is your guide to creating a personal spiritual practice for daily life. The first section is a thoughtful examination of Wiccan ethics and philosophy that explores how to truly live Wicca. The second section includes devotional prayers a
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The Agency, Volume 1



by
Dianne Sylvan



2013·







·3.96·65 Ratings


Sara Larson is a pretty average Witch until her coven starts killing people. She runs far and fast to Austin, where she thinks she'll be safe, but even a new life can't protect her from the past--and before she knows it, armed men storm her apartment and
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Shadowbound (Shadow World, #5)



by
Dianne Sylvan



2014·






·4.16·676 Ratings


Spread throughout the dark corners of our world lies the Shadow World, a society of vampires who feed off the living. In Austin, Texas, one woman must quell the cravings rising within her, as the very fate of the world rests in her hands… Ever since her
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Of Shadow Born (Shadow World, #4)



by
Dianne Sylvan



2013·






·4.16·1,097 Ratings


Spread throughout the dark corners of our world lies the Shadow World, a society of vampires who feed off the living. In Austin, Texas, one woman must rise from the ashes of tragedy and confront an ancient evil before it destroys everything she holds dear
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Shadowstorm (Shadow World, #6)



by
Dianne Sylvan



2016·







·3.88·179 Ratings


In the sixth novel of Dianne Sylvan’s Shadow World series, vampire Queen Miranda Grey’s immortal family is on the verge of breaking. She and her husband David now rule most of the United States since their mysterious new enemy, the Order of the Mornin
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Queen of Shadows (Shadow World, #1)



by
Dianne Sylvan



2010·







·3.87·5,898 Ratings


Shortly after she picked up a guitar, Miranda Grey conquered the Austin music scene with a newfound ability to psychically manipulate her audience’s emotions. But as her powers outgrow her control, her mind is increasingly invaded by haunting secrets an
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Shadow's Fall (Shadow World, #3)



by
Dianne Sylvan



2012·






·4.09·1,613 Ratings


For three years, Miranda Grey-Solomon has kept her role as Vampire Queen of the South separate from her Grammy-winning music career. But now, her dual lives are starting to collide, threatening everything Miranda and David, her Prime, have worked for.The
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The Body Keeps the Score: Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma


 464 Pages·2014·8.04 MB·New! 



. In The Body Keeps the Score, he transforms our understanding of traumatic stress, revealing how it literally  ...
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The 4-Hour Body - The Secrets and Science of Rapid Body Transformation


 897 Pages·2010·37.1 MB·New! 



. The 4-Hour Body is the result of an obsessive quest, spanning more than a decade, to hack the human body  ...
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Crystals and sacred sites : use crystals to access the power of sacred landscapes for personal and planetary transformation


 195 Pages·2012·69.01 MB·New! 



of the world’s most sacred and mysterious sites. Crystals and Sacred Sites teaches you how to tap  ...
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The Body Language Project: Dating, Attraction and Sexual Body Language


 81 Pages·2008·7.59 MB 



tool with you! The ability to read body language will be useful to you for the rest of your life  ...
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Awakening The Sacred Gate to Supreme Bliss: Tantric G-Spot Orgasm & Female Ejaculation


 309 Pages·2003·1.87 MB 



Sacred Gate Massage. Chapter 7: Yoni Healing. Chapter 8: Ecstatic States. Chapter 9: Kama Sutra  ...
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Sacred Games: A Novel


 929 Pages·2006·3.55 MB·New! 



Seven years in the making, Sacred Games is an epic of exceptional richness and power. Vikram  ...
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Art of Drawing the Human Body


 162 Pages·2007·23.74 MB 



We will show in this book that drawing the human body need not be so difficult. in interpretive  ...
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The complete guide to creating oils, soaps, creams, and herbal gels for your mind and body : 101 natural body care recipes


 350 Pages·2011·6.36 MB·New! 



Your body is a temple – one that has need of many different things that it normally does not get  ...
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Build your running body : a total-body fitness plan for all distance runners, from milers to ultramarathoners' run farther, faster, and injury-free


 450 Pages·2014·16.55 MB·New! 



or an ultramarathoner, if you want a fit, fast, and injury-resistant running body, there's a better way to train  ...
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Sacred Geometry for Artists, Dreamers, and Philosophers: Secrets of Harmonic Creation


 417 Pages·2018·28.71 MB·New! 



An illustrated guide to harmonics--the sacred geometry principles that underlie the natural world  ...
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